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Abstract
Three	jet events with a symmetry such that the two lower energy jets were of
approximately equal energy were selected from hadronic Z

decays observed in the
OPAL detector at LEP A tag based on the energy prole of the jet was used
to anti	tag gluon jets and a gluon jet enhanced sample was compared with the
inclusive lower energy jet sample The tracks in each sample were analysed using
an extended maximum likelihood t to dE dx information to extract the identied
charged particle rates for each sample A process of algebraic decomposition was
then used to nd the rates for pure gluon and quark jets The ratios of identied
charged particle production rates in gluon and quark jets were found to be
      for all charged particles
     for 


      for K

and
      for pp
where the rst errors are statistical and the second are systematic The results were
found to be consistent with previous analyses The JETSET Monte Carlo results
were in good agreement with the measurements with the exception of that for pp
Charged particle momentum spectra in hadronic events have also been investigated
at LEPII energies and the charged multiplicity and the peak of the 
p
distribution
have been studied The predictions from Monte Carlo and analytic calculations were
found to be in good overall agreement with the data apart from the COJETS event
generator which does not implement coherent gluon emission
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The study of particle physics has a distinguished history From its origins in probing
the structure of matter it has progressed to the use of large particle accelerators
such as the Large Electron Positron LEP collider at CERN to conduct experiments
Throughout this history the experiments have examined structure at ever smaller
scales
The atom is made up of a nucleus of protons and neutrons that is surrounded by
a cloud of electrons The protons and neutrons are in turn made up of quarks In
the most widely accepted theoretical explanation of particle physics the Standard
Model there are six quarks These quarks interact by the exchange of gluons The
theory of these interactions is called Quantum Chromodynamics or QCD
The small scale of the system under consideration means that large energies
are required to probe these quarks At LEP there are four experiments which are
located on a twenty	seven kilometre circumference ring Electrons and positrons are
accelerated around LEP until they are brought into collisions at the desired energy
The measurements described in this thesis are from hadronic events resulting from
these collisions seen at OPAL one of the four LEP experiments QCD is studied
and tested at a range of energies reecting the programme of work at LEPI and

CHAPTER   INTRODUCTION 

LEPII
This thesis describes two analyses of hadronic Z

decays selected from the OPAL
data at LEPI and LEPII In these events a Z

is formed after the electron and
positron are annihilated and this decays via the production of two primary quarks
which then produce hadrons In the rst analysis hadronic Z







were selected from the OPAL LEPI data Events were
studied in which  jets had been reconstructed using a CONE jet algorithm A
typical example of a 	jet event may be seen in Figure  Two of these jets
were initiated by the primary quarks from the hadronic Z

decay and the third was
initiated by gluon bremsstrahlung In events where the  jets have a symmetry such
that the   lowest energy jets are of approximately equal energy it is possible to study
the charged particle content of gluon and quark jets of the same energy Gluon jets
are expected to be wider than quark jets of the same energy have a higher charged
particle multiplicity and a softer charged particle momentum spectrum
Gluon jets were selected using an anti	tag based on their energy prole This
gluon jet enhanced sample was compared with the inclusive lower energy jet sample
An extended maximum likelihood t to momentum and dE dx measurements was




and pp in each sample A
process of algebraic decomposition was then used to give the momentum spectra of
these species in pure gluon and quark jets The integral of each of these spectra
yields the average multiplicity of each species in gluon and quark jets The results
of the JETSET Monte Carlo simulation were then compared to the data
In the second analysis hadronic events were selected from the OPAL LEPII
data at
p
s     and  GeV and charged particle momentum spectra were





distribution was found and the predictions of Monte Carlo simulations were com	
pared to the data This analysis was performed with the support of the OPAL QCD
working group
CHAPTER   INTRODUCTION 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Figure  An example of a quark	anti	quark pair radiating a gluon forming 
hadronic jets in the OPAL detector at a centre of mass energy of  GeV
CHAPTER   INTRODUCTION 
The structure of this thesis is as follows rst the OPAL detector is described
in Chapter   then a theoretical outline of the Standard Model and QCD is given
in Chapter  The identication of charged particles through the use of dE dx and
the application of this technique to measure particle rates in gluon and quark jets
at LEPI is the subject of Chapter 
 Charged particle momentum spectra at LEPII
energies are discussed in Chapter 
Chapter 
The OPAL Detector
The OPAL detector is one of four detectors situated on the LEP accelerator ring 









beams of equal energies which are brought into collision at the





a clean environment in which precision tests of electroweak theory and QCD can






 For LEPII higher centre of mass energies were used The





events over nearly the full solid angle In hadronic Z

decays the hadrons are
observed as jets of particles in the detector The reconstruction of the direction of the
tracks which form these jets and the measurement of their momentum and energy
using the tracking detectors and the electromagnetic calorimeter are important for
the analyses described here The detector was modied in  in preparation for
the LEPII program so slightly dierent descriptions apply for the two analyses

CHAPTER  THE OPAL DETECTOR 
  The OPAL detector
The OPAL detector   is a cylindrical system of subdetectors arranged around the
LEP beampipe Additional subdetectors form the end	caps of the detector At the
centre of OPAL lies a series of tracking detectors These are surrounded by the
calorimetry systems and the outer muon chambers A schematic diagram is shown
in Figure   The OPAL co	ordinate system is a right	handed co	ordinate system
dened with the origin at the interaction point with the x axis pointing towards the
centre of the LEP ring and the z axis pointing in the direction of the electron beam
Cylindrical co	ordinates are also dened the polar angle  and the azimuthal angle
 are dened with respect to the z	 and x	axes respectively while r is the distance
from the z	axis
  The central tracking system
The central tracking system consists of a series of detectors which measure the
direction and momenta of charged tracks This enables the reconstruction of the
primary vertices of tracks The tracking system lies within a solenoid of uniform axial
magnetic eld 
 T The silicon microvertex detector  lies closest to the beam
pipe and consists of two barrels of radii  cm and  cm of overlapping ladders
of single	sided silicon microstrips covering the polar angle region j cos j   In
 only r   readout was available with  ladders in the inner barrel and 

in the outer The impact parameter of tracks at the point of closest approach to
the origin jd

j was measured with a resolution   m In  the coverage was
extended by additional rz microstrips The jd

j resolution was improved to  m
and a resolution of   m was achieved on the z co	ordinate at the point of closest
approach jz

j For LEPII further ladders were inserted and the conguration was
altered to improve the coverage in  by allowing ladders to overlap and the detector
was extended along the z axis Good vertex resolution is especially important for

























Figure   A schematic representation of the OPAL detector and its components
heavy avour physics
A series of drift chambers complete the central tracking system The inner layer
of the central vertex detector 
 at a radius of  cm contains axial sector sense
wires whilst the outer stereo sector at a radius of   cm contains wires inclined
at an angle of approximately 


to the axial wires The drift time to the axial
wires allows the r   position to be calculated with a resolution   m and
the combination of axial and stereo cell information provides a precise z co	ordinate
CHAPTER  THE OPAL DETECTOR  
measurement for charged particles with a resolution of  m The axial wires
cover j cos j   whilst the axial and stereo combined cover j cos j    This
enables OPAL to locate the decay vertices of short	lived particles and to improve
the track momentum resolution
The central jet chamber   is a 
 m long cylinder of inner radius   cm and
outer radius  cm consisting of  
 sectors containing sense wires parallel to the
beam direction It is designed to measure the spatial position of tracks and the
energy loss of particles by multiple sampling of the ionisation along a track The
drift time and the radial position of wire on which the signal is measured determine
the co	ordinates in the r plane whilst a charge division technique provides the z
position The central jet chamber assists in particle identication by measuring the
specic energy loss dE dx along the track by summing the charge at each end of
a wire The radius of curvature of the track in the magnetic eld gives momentum
information
The detector is normally operated to optimise the dE dx separation of particle
species A high gas pressure results in multiple scattering which adversely aects
the momentum resolution whilst a low pressure limits spatial resolution through
diusion eects The gas gain is approximately 

 The drift eld is  Vcm
and the Lorentz angle by which the drift paths are deected due to the magnetic
eld is  

 Drift times are typically less than  s
Each sector of the jet chamber contains  sense wires bounded by   planes of
cathode wires The gas employed in the chamber is a combination of argon  
methane  and isobutane   at a pressure of 
 bar The drift distance
for electrons varies with the radius of the chamber from  to   cm The sense
wires are equally spaced at  mm intervals and lie between radii of   mm and
 mm They are alternately staggered by  m to the left and right of the
plane dened by the cathode wires to resolve left	right ambiguities The voltage at
the cathode wires determines the gas gain and is typically   kV Seventy three
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percent of the solid angle is covered with  sense wires and  of 
 is covered
by at least  wires
The spatial resolution in the r plane is  m In the r z plane a spatial


















 Single tracks are found with a 
eciency for momenta p 
  GeV c
The z chambers  are designed to make precise measurements of the z co	
ordinates of charged particles They cover 
 of the azimuthal angle and the polar
angle range j cos j    and have a resolution of  m for the z co	ordinate
The z chambers consist of  
 drift chambers divided into  cells in z The chambers
use the same gas as the jet chamber and operate with a drift eld of  Vcm
Each cell has  anode wires at increasing radii with a 
 mm spacing and a stagger
of   m to resolve left	right ambiguities The  co	ordinate is determined by a
charge division technique
   The dEdx measurement at OPAL
The OPAL central jet chamber is designed to measure the momentum and spe	
cic energy loss of charged particles At OPAL a specic energy loss resolution
	dE dx dE dx    has been achieved  This leads to a separation of at
least  	 up to momenta of  GeV c for electrons and pions and up to   GeV c
for pions and kaons For kaons and protons separation of up to 	 is possible in
the momentum range   p   GeV c 
The measurement of the specic energy loss requires stability of the gas density
 the drift eld E
d
 the readout electronics pedestals ash analogue	to	digital
convertors are used and the electronics gain To achieve a gas gain G stable to
within  we require      E
d
   Vcm and the pedestals and the
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electronics gain must be known to within 
Certain quality cuts are applied to the raw energy loss measurement before cal	
culating the mean energy loss of a track  Only hits signals in the detector
assigned to the track in the nal t in the r plane are used in the determination
of the mean The hits should be well separated with no second hit within   ns
If parts of   tracks are within the double hit resolution of   mm the individual
hits are not resolved and only a single hit is found These hits are discarded The
hits should be at least   mm from a sense wire and if a track crosses a sector bound	
ary then hits within  cm of the boundary are discarded On average   of the
hits for tracks in multihadronic events are rejected by these cuts
Corrections derived from data for 
 GeV c muons and minimum ionising pions
p  
 MeV c are used to account for saturation multiple hits track length
and cross talk  Saturation occurs when the electric eld near the sense wire is
screened by the ions produced by the rst electrons to reach the wire This screening
depends on the inclination of the track to the wire and an empirical correction is
applied to the measured charge to account for this To correct for multiple hits
the charge deposited by any subsequent hit is corrected for the tail of the preced	
ing pulse using a reference pulse shape The measured charges are approximately
proportional to the track length and are normalised to a  cm gas sample thickness
according to the track direction Finally cross talk occurs when signals are induced
on neighbouring wires A passive resistor network is used to compensate for this
Following the quality cuts which are applied to the raw data the independent
energy loss measurements are used to calculate the specic energy loss A maximum
likelihood t of the measured distribution with a Landau distribution is the most
precise way to extract the energy loss information the method of a truncated mean
 used here is almost as accurate and uses less computer time The top  of
the measured dE dx values are rejected which optimises the resolution  This
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Here the exponent is not exactly  indicating the slightly non	Gaussian be	
haviour The value of the truncated mean gives the mean dierential energy loss
hdE dxi
For the operation of the chamber particle separation is more important than the
















  The BetheBloch formula
The expected value of dE dx for a given momentum depends on the particle species
To determine the most likely particle hypothesis a parameterisation of the energy
loss formula is required over the entire momentum range up to 
 GeV c The
OPAL experiment uses the Sternheimer	Peierls parameterisation of the Bethe	Bloch
formula 
In the jet chamber the energy loss occurs due to collisions with the chamber gas
molecules which result in a Landau distribution of measurements with a long tail
due to the production of 	electrons in hard collisions The typical mean energy loss
observed in this experiment is smaller than the limit where one can treat the bound
electrons as free particles typically at energy transfers  of 	 keVcm so
the Bethe	Bloch formula is valid The mean dierential energy loss as a function of











































is the electron density of the gas m
e
is the electron mass I is the mean
ionisation potential of the gas and  is the fraction of electrons able to interact with
the particle The density function  takes into account the polarisation eect
in the gas This describes the behaviour of all particle species but the energy loss
formulae separate as a function of particle momentum for dierent species as shown
in Figure   
The energy loss depends on the charge squared Q

 and the particle velocity
 As  increases the mean falls as  reaches a minimum then rises logarith	
mically the region of relativistic rise until it saturates at the Fermi plateau The
 contains the inuence of the density and it is this that is described by the
Sternheimer	Peierls parameterisation of 
    for X  X









 X  X
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where X  log m   and b    ln  The values of the remaining free
parameters are determined by a t to data
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Figure    The measured energy loss dE dx for tracks from multihadronic events
and for muon	pairs together with the expected functional form Tracks were re	
quired to be within j cos j   and have at least  dE dx hits
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  The electromagnetic calorimeter
The magnet coil is surrounded by a lead glass electromagnetic calorimeter  split
into a barrel and two endcaps which covers  of the solid angle This system
is designed to identify electrons and photons These particles produce clusters of
energy which help determine event shape variables such as the thrust axis of the
event Presamplers are installed in front of the lead glass to measure the position
and energy of showers beginning in the solenoid or pressure vessel in front of the
electromagnetic calorimeter In front of this is the time	of	ight system In the
barrel region this consists of  scintillators that act as a cosmic ray veto The
time resolution is   ps In  an additional scintillator detector was added
in the endcap in the forward region to enhance trigger information  The time
resolution of this subdetector is  ns
The presampler barrel consists of  chambers of radius   cm and length
  cm covering j cos j   Each chamber consists of two layers of drift tubes
operating in the limited streamer mode which provide a strip readout   Together
with a measurement of the charge at each end of the wires this gives the spatial
position The energy deposited is proportional to the hit multiplicity In the end
cap  a multi	wire proportional chamber is used The barrel lead glass calorimeter
is a cylindrical array of 

 lead glass blocks at a radius of  
 cm covering the
polar angle range j cos j   Each block corresponds to  
 radiation lengths




at the origin Cerenkov light





E In the end cap lead glass blocks of    radiation
lengths are used for the region   j cos j   These blocks are read out by
vacuum photo triodes which can operate in the magnetic eld The resolution of




E at low energy
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  The hadron calorimeter and muon chambers
The hadron calorimeter 
 consists of chambers separated by layers of the iron
magnet return yoke and covers  of 
 with 
 nuclear interaction lengths The
barrel and endcap regions consist of limited streamer tube devices strung with anode
wires with a gas mixture of isobutane and argon   Induced charges on the
pads and strips on the surfaces of the chambers provide the signal The sum of these
analogue signals provides the hadron shower energy The chambers also give muon
tracking information These are supplemented by the multi	wire proportional cham	
bers of the hadron pole	tip calorimeter which extend the range of the calorimetry





The outermost detectors are the muon barrel  and endcap  The endcap
consists of four layers of limited streamer tubes in the plane perpendicular to the
beam line covering   j cos j   with a spatial resolution of  cm The
barrel consists of    drift chambers covering j cos j    For the barrel region
the drift time onto the anode wire provides the position in the x  y plane to an
accuracy of better than  cm The z co	ordinate is found by using induced signals
on two sets of cathode pads whose diamond shape repeats every  cm and 
cm respectively This results in a z co	ordinate accurate to   cm The hadron
calorimeter and muon chamber information is not used in the analyses described in
this thesis but their details are included for completeness
  Luminosity measurement









 events  which provides a normalization for measured reaction
rates These Bhabha events are detected in the forward detector  and the silicon
tungsten detector  The forward detector is situated between 
 and   mrad
from the interaction point outside the beam pipe It consists of a calorimeter
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proportional tube chambers to give the position of shower centroids a ring of lead
scintillator known as the gamma catcher and the far forward monitor a system of
small lead	scintillator calorimeters that detect electrons scattered outward by the
LEP quadropoles The silicon tungsten detector is a sampling calorimeter with an
angular acceptance of   to  mrad which consists of a layer of silicon to detect
pre	showering followed by layers of tungsten and silicon
   The trigger and event reconstruction
The OPAL trigger system   is used to control which physics events are recorded
by the data acquisition system The trigger must reject cosmic rays and signals due
to beam	gas or beam	wall events and reduce the 
 kHz beam crossing rate to about
the  Hz physics event rate limit of the data acquisition system The trigger must
also have an eciency of close to  for physics events
Events have to pass a series of trigger and for data from  onwards pre	
trigger   conditions The trigger logic examines signals from subdetectors in a
  matrix to select good physics events in about  s The track trigger which
combines information from the components of the central tracking system the
time	of	ight trigger and the electromagnetic calorimeter trigger are important for
selecting multihadronic events Other trigger inputs come from the muon chambers
the hadron calorimeter and the forward detectors The pre	trigger was introduced
to deal with the shorter time between beam crossings which was introduced when
LEP operated in  on  bunch train mode rather then 
 on 
 The pre	trigger
operates on stand	alone conditions such as multiplicity counts and energy sums
The pre	trigger decision time is about  s
Events which have been selected by the trigger are read out from each subdetector
and are assembled by the event builder in a VME crate These events are then passed
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to the lter software    which checks the events and analyses them using more data
than the trigger to decide whether they are useful physics events The lter also
monitors the events producing online histograms before compressing the events
and recording them on to disk The lter rejects some 	 of events
The ROPE  Reconstruction of OPAL Events farm is a collection of work
stations which reconstruct the events ROPE carries out pattern recognition on
the digitised data using calibration constants and detector geometry information to
identify particle tracks or energy clusters ROPE enables data to be reprocessed
if the calibration constants change and provides the framework for analyses of the
OPAL data A permanent record of the data is made on an optical disk and the
reconstructed events are copied to the SHIFT computer at CERN for permanent
disk storage and o	line analysis ROPE also processes Monte Carlo simulations of
physics events
The GOPAL  
 simulation of the OPAL detector is based on the GEANT
package   GOPAL contains a geometrical description of the OPAL detector in
the form of a series of volumes specifying the materials and tracking parameters of
the detector From a given set of particle 
	vectors generated by a Monte Carlo
program GOPAL tracks the particles through the detector noting any scattering
showering decays or other interactions that may occur and provides the detector
response to hits to simulate the data which the detector would have produced The
output of the Monte Carlo programs with detector simulation is in the same form as
the data This information is used to correct the data for acceptances and detector
eects
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  Data and Monte Carlo samples
The analyses described in this thesis are conducted on samples of hadronic Z

de	
cays multihadronic events The OPAL multihadronic event selection criteria are
detailed in   and   A brief summary follows
  Multihadronic event selection criteria
The selection of multihadronic events is based on the properties of the tracks and
clusters of energy within the detector Energy clusters in the electromagnetic
calorimeter are groups of neighbouring lead glass blocks which register signicant
energy deposition in an event Good clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter
were dened as having a raw energy E
raw

  MeV in the barrel region of the
detector or   MeV for the endcaps In addition clusters must be spread over at
least   good blocks in the endcap There is no minimum number of blocks required
in the barrel At least  good clusters were required for the event to be selected
Tracks are reconstructed from hits in the central detector Tracks were considered
as good tracks if they had at least   hits in the central detector and impact
parameters jd

j    cm in the x  y plane and jz

j  
 cm in the z direction
relative to the beam spot position The rst hit recorded must have been within
 cm of the beam spot The transverse momentum of the track in the xy plane
was required to satisfy p
xy

  MeV c The track must have been well contained
within the detector lying within the polar angle range j cos j   The tracks
were required to have a 

r 




for the track t in s z where s z is the r   path integral Five or more good
tracks were required




  and jR
bal














 where the shower energy E
shw
 is the sum of the raw energy of the good
clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter and E
bal
is the sum over the projection
of the energies E
raw
cos 
These selection criteria are 
 ecient for multihadronic events   The R
vis
cut rejects two	photon    qq events and the requirement of  good tracks and









events   and    qq events    
   LEPI data
The LEPI data consists of the entire OPAL hadronic Z

event dataset of 

 million











 but some was collected at M
Z
 












using the JETSET 
 Monte Carlo   Some of the
variable parameters in the JETSET program were changed from their default values
by the OPAL collaboration details of the event shape tuning are given in   and
the tune to particle rates is discussed in  This version of JETSET is referred
to as the OPAL	tuned JETSET Monte Carlo The Monte Carlo exists at the
generator level this does not include initial state radiation or detector simulation
and allows all charged and neutral particles with lifetimes less than 
 
s to
decay and detector level where the generated events have been passed through a
full simulation of the OPAL detector and event reconstruction and were required to
satisfy the same event selection criteria as the data The 
	vectors of the particles
at the end of the JETSET parton shower are referred to as the parton level
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  LEPII data
The data in the LEPII analysis consists of three samples at dierent centre of mass





at a centre of mass energy
p
s   GeV  the second to a
luminosity of L  
    pb
 
 collected at a mean energy of   GeV  
and the third to an integrated luminosity of L        pb
 
 recorded at a
centre of mass energy of   GeV 
The PYTHIA      HERWIG d 
 ARIADNE 
  and CO	
JETS    Monte Carlo generators provided the multihadronic event Monte
Carlo samples and were used to test dierent hadronisation models These dierent
models are discussed in more detail in Section  The grc
f    and EXCAL	
IBUR  Monte Carlos were used for four	fermion background simulation This








  ffff with quark or





events but excluding those processes with Feynman diagrams with
intermediate gluons
The grc
f Monte Carlo simulates four	fermion processes using matrix elements
and allows for initial and nal state radiation JETSET is used for the parton
shower and hadronisation of any nal state quarks The EXCALIBUR Monte Carlo




collisions using matrix elements EX	
CALIBUR includes O

 initial state radiation but unlike grc
f uses massless
fermions JETSET is used for hadronisation and to account for fermion masses
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QCD and Hadronisation
The Standard Model  is the theoretical framework for modern particle physics
In the Standard Model fermions are grouped into families and generations in par	
ticular there are six leptons and six quarks The interactions between these particles
are mediated by gauge bosons In this chapter the Standard Model is summarised
with particular emphasis on QCD before hadronisation models are discussed A
more complete account of the Standard Model may be found in 

 The electroweak sector of the Standard Model
Electroweak theory describes the interaction of charged particles and the weak in	







 Electroweak theory is a quantum eld theory based on the group
SU U The Lagrangian is required to be invariant under any local and global
gauge transformations of this group
The fermions manifest themselves as a left handed SU  doublet and a right
handed U singlet as may be seen below for the rst generation of leptons















































is the Cabbibo rotated d	eld The eigenstates of the weak interaction









































































The electroweak interaction between these fermions is described by vector elds
linear combinations of these elds make up the physical gauge bosons The charged





























and the neutral current interaction mediated by the Z




























is the weak mixing angle The gauge bosons and the fermions gain
their masses through the Higgs Mechanism which breaks the symmetry of the La	
grangian
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  Quantum Chromodynamics
Unlike Quantum Electrodynamics QCD is a non	Abelian SU gauge theory based
on the exchange of gluons between quarks Quarks were rst postulated to explain
the observed baryon and meson spectra with baryons as three	quark states and
mesons as qq states The introduction of colour followed the need to preserve the
total anti	symmetry of the baryon wave function after the discovery of sss states
The charges of the colour eld are red green and blue with observed hadrons
being colourless ie colour singlets and quarks and the colour eld quanta gluons
carrying colour charge The colourless nature of hadrons leads to the idea that
quarks are conned Quarks are also believed to exhibit asymptotic freedom due
to the variation of the strong coupling constant 
s
with the distance between two
coloured partons At small separations 
s
is small and quarks act as free particles
The interactions of quarks and gluons are described by the QCD Lagrangian
which contains a term corresponding to gluon eld self	interactions It is this term
that gives rise to the non	Abelian nature of QCD The coupling constant determines











 is the running coupling constant dependent on the energy scale Q
and g is the strong coupling constant




associated with the colour charge







  respectively The colour
factor associated with a gluon is just over twice as large as that associated with a
quark which implies that in a parton shower gluons tend to radiate more gluons
than quarks do
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  Fragmentation functions
Fragmentation functions may be dened in terms of the production cross	section 	




collision at a centre of mass energy
p
s and the



























s is sometimes used instead The integral of the fragmentation function yields














The fragmentation function may be represented as a sum of contributions from

































s  z for quarks
where g
i
is the appropriate electroweak coupling The coecient function for glu	
ons C
g




cannot be calculated However the fragmentation of partons






















where the kernel function K
k
i
is perturbatively calculable Local Parton Hadron
Duality 
 is then employed allowing D
j
i
to be replaced by D
h
i
 and the equation
is then applied to hadronic fragmentation functions
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The fragmentation functions change when the scale is increased from t to t t
Such a change is associated with the splitting of a parton in this scale interval
































is the Altarelli	Parisi splitting function 
  for the splitting of parton
type i into j in the scale interval t
   Evolution of the mean charged multiplicity in QCD
It can be shown 




































is the number of













which implies asymptotic freedom for n
f
 
The behaviour of the fragmentation function at small x
p
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These analytical predictions for the energy dependence of the average charged
particle multiplicity and the peak of the 
p
distribution can be compared with ex	
perimental observations












  qq events The momenta of these quarks are equal and
opposite in the laboratory frame which is also the rest frame of the Z

 These two
primary quarks might be expected to form back	to	back jets of hadrons and this is
often the case However events are also observed with  or more jets in the nal
state






  qqg events arise when one of the primary
quarks radiates a hard gluon gluon bremsstrahlung before hadronisation occurs
The Feynman diagram for this process is shown in Figure  A hard gluon which
is well	separated in phase	space from the quarks develops into a separate jet of
hadrons In these 	jet nal states where only one hard gluon has been emitted
it is usual to see one high energy jet and two lower energy jets Experimentally it
has been observed that there are certain dierences between jets which have been
initiated by a hard gluon and jets arising from a quark of the same energy




 The resulting equations are valid to the next	to	leading logarithm


















is the average charged particle multiplicity of a
quark jet This is consistent with the average charged particle multiplicity obtained
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above and the asymptotic behaviour leads to a relation between the average charged
particle multiplicity in a quark jet and the average charged particle multiplicity in
























This suggests that the average multiplicity in a gluon jet should be 
 times
that in a quark jet asymptotically This arises from the greater eective colour









quark In addition the fragmentation function of a gluon is expected to be softer
than that of a quark jet and the height of the peak of the 
p
distribution is expected




for quarks compared to gluons A similar
softness is expected in heavy quark fragmentation functions in this case however
it arises because of the soft nature of the heavy quark decay products
Another characteristic dierence is that gluon jets are expected to be broader
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than quark jets of the same energy This was originally an experimental observation
but it can be shown 













is the two	jet nal state
cross	section and 	
had
is the total hadronic cross	section that the angular width of




















s increases logarithmically with
energy quark jets become more collimated as the energy scale increases The cor	





and so the decrease of the angular width of gluon jets is less marked than that
of quark jets In addition for a xed energy scale the expected width of a gluon
jet is larger than that of a quark jet It should be noted that all the above applies
asymptotically and the dierences between gluon and quark jets at current energy
scales are expected to be less marked than the asymptotic behaviour
 Hadronisation models
In the case of QCD complete perturbative calculations have only been performed
to a few orders in 
s
 in most cases the calculations are to next	to	leading order
However higher order terms may give large corrections and thus should not be




annihilation and the nal state
hadrons are required for physics analysis which implies that nite order perturbative
calculations will not provide an accurate description of the data One solution to this
problem is to evolve the primary partons using perturbative QCD which aims to








 A non	perturbative phenomenological
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model of the subsequent hadronisation process is then used at scales below t

to
describe the observed hadrons
The parton shower approach is often used as the approximate perturbative treat	
ment since the probability of a given parton branching radiating a gluon can be
calculated in QCD through the Altarelli	Parisi evolution equations The Altarelli	
Parisi or DGLAP evolution equations are similar to Equation  The calculation
of the probability can then be employed in a Monte Carlo algorithm   
  The
parton shower develops with each parton continuing branching until partons are
produced of a low enough virtual mass that the algorithm does not generate any
more branching and the shower terminates The progression of a parton shower is
shown diagramatically in Figure   A hadronisation model is then used to convert
the partons into physically observable hadrons some of which may be unstable and
are decayed according to decay tables
An approach based on matrix elements which relies on the currently available
calculations to evolve the partons may be used instead of the parton shower Prob	
lems arise for certain observables when large logarithmic terms in these calculations
do not completely cancel Colour coherence eects can also be important long
wavelength quanta are sensitive to the presence of neighbouring charged partons
Dipoles then become the eective radiating unit 
 leading to a suppression of soft
gluons between the neighbouring partons This may produce eects at any stage
in the evolution in the parton shower this can be included by angular ordering so
that successive branchings are nested 
 as in the modied leading log approxima	
tion MLLA This colour coherence limits soft particle production and leads to the
hump	backed plateau of the 
p
distribution and slows the rise with
p




i compared to incoherent LLA and DLA calculations
One general approach to hadronisation is the hypothesis of local parton hadron
duality 
 which states that the momentum transfer and ow of quantum numbers
at parton level should be followed at the hadron level so that the avour of a quark
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which initiates a jet should be found in a hadron near the jet axis Over the years
several models have been developed In all of these models the hadronisation process
occurs locally in space	time A summary is given below but more details may be
found in 

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 Independent fragmentation
The approach of Field and Feynman 
 
 remains the simplest one each parton
fragments independently The fragmenting quark is combined with an anti	quark
from a qq created from the vacuum to produce a meson with an energy fraction
z The other quark is fragmented in the same way and the process continues until
the energy fraction falls below some cut	o Gluons are rst split into a qq pair
either assigning all of the gluons momentum to one or other of the quarks with
equal probability so that the gluon acts as a quark of random avour or by using
the Altarelli	Parisi splitting function for gluons It is necessary to suppress the




 q   

This model relies on a small number of parameters to describe the fragmen	
tation function the transverse momentum distribution and the ratio of vector to
pseudoscalar meson production However the fragmentation depends on the energy
of the parton rather than its virtuality leading to momentum conservation prob	
lems and Lorentz invariance is dicult to implement The nal parton has to be
removed from the jet at the end of fragmentation and colinear jets remain distinct
rather than merging as expected This model is implemented in the event generators
ISAJET 
 COJETS  which uses a virtuality	ordered parton shower without
colour coherence and FIELDAJET 
  The string model
In the string model    neglecting gluon bremsstrahlung the quark and anti	
quark from the Z

move apart in opposite directions the colour eld between them
forms a string with uniform energy per unit length    GeV fm which corre	
sponds to a linear quark conning potential The string then fragments iteratively
into hadrons through qq pair production If gluons are present then kinks are in	
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troduced to the string The transverse size of the string is small compared to its
length and the string is usually modelled as having no transverse excitations
As the qq pair move apart the potential energy of the string increases until the




pair so that two colour singlet systems exist
If the invariant masses of these two string fragments are large enough further breaks
are possible The slowest moving fragments are produced rst near the centre of the





pairs are produced by quantum mechanical tunnelling and this
leads to a avour independent Gaussian distribution of the transverse momentum
p







of these pairs is locally zero to ensure that the string
does not have any tranverse excitations This tunnelling also ensures that heavy





annihilation thus either come from perturbative gluon splitting or are the
primary quarks from the Z






pair with a mass or transverse momentum relative
to the string is produced a certain distance apart with the eld energy between the
quarks transforming into the transverse momentum In quantum mechanics they
are produced at the same point to conserve avour locally and then tunnel out
































where  is the energy per unit length of the string This leads to a Gaussian




pairs It also implies a suppression
of strange quark and heavy quark production in fragmentation in the ratio u  d 
s  c        
 

Mesons are produced when a quark and an anti	quark from adjacent string breaks
are combined The string model uses an algorithm based on the number of spin states
using  J spin counting factors to produce pseudoscalar and vector mesons In
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addition the wavefunction of the quark produced in a string break must match
onto the wavefunction of the meson Baryons are produced through a tunnelling
















 production For diquark production the tun	









contains a strange quark and
the suppression of spin	 diquarks relative to spin	 The diquark then joins with a





are produced one after the other Schematic representations of the popcorn and di	









pair of the same colour one would expect two colour singlet
systems to arise If the central pair is a dierent colour from the outer pair then
a net eld can exist between the two systems If an additional pair is now created
in this central eld a baryon	anti	baryon system may be formed There is also the
possibility of forming baryon	meson	anti	baryon systems other congurations are
possible but the probability of forming them is small
Fragmentation functions F z are used to select the energy and longitudinal
momentum of the hadron which takes a fraction z of the available energy and lon	
gitudinal momentum The parton fragmentation functions and local parton hadron
duality motivate the form of these fragmentation functions The Lund string model
uses the parameterisation of 








which is known as the Lund symmetric fragmentation function but others are avail	
able such as the Peterson fragmentation function which is designed for the frag	
mentation of heavy quarks
In the case of gluon bremsstrahlung the situation is more complicated As
mentioned above the gluon is modelled as a kink on the string carrying energy and
momentum The qqg string will fragment in such a way that to a rst approximation








Figure  A schematic representation of baryon production in a the diquark







there is a fragmenting piece of string between the gluon and each of the quarks with
a hadron straddling the gluon The process then continues as detailed above
After the hadronisation it is necessary to consider the decay of resonances and
other short	lived particles using decay tables to produce the nal state particles
Overall the string model presents a more consistent and covariant picture than
the independent fragmentation model and is generally in better agreement with ex	
perimental results The Lund string model is implemented in the JETSET   

event generator which uses a virtuality	ordered parton shower with an imposed angu	





annihilation particle decays and nal	state parton showers this hadronisation
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scheme is combined with initial and nal state parton branching in PYTHIA  
for collisions between leptons hadrons or photons and in LEPTO  for lepton	
hadron collisions The parton shower may be re	cast in terms of colour dipole split	
ting which implies colour coherence and this is implemented in ARIADNE 
which uses JETSET for hadronisation One drawback of JETSET is that it has a
large number of variable parameters but it is considered to be the most faithful
simulation currently available Other variants of the string model exist such as the
UCLA model  in which the fragmentation function dictates the species of the
hadron as well as its momentum and the Cal	Tech scheme  which attempts to
combine features of both the string and cluster models
 The cluster model
In the cluster model  the property of preconnement of colour is used so that
colour	singlet clusters of partons form after the perturbative phase and then hadro	
nise Colour preconnement implies that at the end of the shower the mass and
spatial distributions of the colour	singlet clusters have a universal distribution re	
gardless of the energy of the primary quark The hadronisation then proceeds
through the non	perturbative splitting of gluons into qq pairs quarks and anti	





 This approach is used in the HERWIG 
 event generator with
a parton shower  algorithm that takes into account colour coherence and gives
quite a good account of the data with few parameters with the exception of the
baryon sector where recent results have shown HERWIG to be at odds with the
data 

In the HERWIG event generator 
 the masses of the clusters are treated in
three classes First light clusters sometimes a cluster is too light to decay into two
hadrons In this case it is decayed into the lightest hadron and its remaining four	
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undergo two	body decay Hadrons are formed from quark or diquark pairs selected
at random and then accepted or rejected according to their phase	space weight If
accepted the decay is isotropic in the the rest frame of the cluster Finally heavy
clusters are forcibly split into daughter clusters whose masses are chosen using a
power law spectrum
Since two	body decays dominate the clusters mainly decay based on pure phase	
space resulting in few free parameters However the details of the heavy cluster
splitting remain important for the light baryon yield and heavy hadron production
The single	body decay is important for rare heavy states The low average mass
of the clusters limits transverse momentum and strange and heavy hadrons are
suppressed because of their masses
 Implications for gluon and quark jets
The current range of Monte Carlo models all take account of the fact that gluons
carry a larger colour charge than quarks and are thus expected to radiate more
gluons in a parton shower It is expected that gluon	initiated jets will have a higher
multiplicity softer spectrum and wider angular distribution than quark jets Ex	
perimental observations support this but also show that b	quark jets have similar
properties  It should be noted that the dierences between gluon and quark
jets are less than those predicted in the asymptotic case Experimental evidence also
indicates that the topology of a jet is important in determining such properties 
The models discussed above treat hadrons in the same way regardless of which jet
they arise from A leading particle eect would be expected so that for example
s	quark jets should give rise to more strange particles than gluon jets Alternative
models of gluon jet fragmentation such as the recombination model   predict a
softer pion spectrum and enhanced baryon production in gluon jets
Chapter 
Charged Particle Rates in Gluon
and Quark Jets
 Introduction
Recently there have been investigations of the identied charged particle rates in
gluon and quark jets for strange particles K

S
and  using a tag based on the
energy prole of the jet to anti	tag gluon jets  The rate of these particles
has been measured in previous analyses using a jet energy	ordering technique 







pp rates in gluon and quark jets  Other work has centred on using vertex tags
to anti	tag gluon jets  
The analysis described below diers from the energy	ordering technique in that
the selected gluon and quark jets are of approximately the same energy Thus
particle production is compared for jets of the same energy The selection of jets
of equal energy minimises the sensitivity of the analysis to the jet energies and
simplies the interpretation of the results


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In this analysis 	jet events with a symmetry such that the two lower energy jets
were of approximately equal energy were selected from the OPAL data A tag based
on the energy prole of the jet was used to anti	tag gluon jets The inclusive sample
of lower energy jets was compared with the anti	tagged sample and an extended
maximum likelihood t to dE dx measurements was used to determine the charged
particle rates in each of these two samples A process of algebraic decomposition  
was then used to nd the identied charged particle rates in pure gluon and quark
jets
  Monte Carlo and data samples
The Monte Carlo sample consisted of  million hadronic Z

events generated at a















 The Monte Carlo sample
was the entire available sample of OPAL	tuned JETSET 
   The Monte
Carlo exists at both detector level which has been passed through a full simulation
of the OPAL detector and was required to satisfy the same selection criteria as the
data and at generator level this does not include initial state radiation or detector




To select events with gluon and quark jets of approximately the same energy events
conforming to the following requirements were selected they must have been planar
	jet hadronic events with one high energy jet of approximate energy
p
s  and
two lower energy jets of approximately equal energies This resulted in a Y	shaped
topology for the events with the two lower energy jets at approximately 

to
the higher energy jet The expected background from leptonic processes such as









and two	photon events of the type    qq was less than  
and was neglected
The events were required to satisfy the criteria for OPAL multihadronic events
  with the standard OPAL denition of good tracks and clusters   Events
were selected if they had at least  good tracks Events were then processed using
the MT software package  to associate charged tracks and clusters of energy
within the detector to reduce the double counting of particle momentum Tracks
and clusters were associated if they had the same spatial position ie if the track
pointed at the cluster If the energy of an associated cluster was below the expected
energy response of the calorimeter for a track of that momentum then only the track
momentum was used If the energy of the cluster exceeded this threshold then the
dierence between the cluster energy and the threshold was taken together with the
track momentum and was used in the subsequent analysis
Jet nding was performed using the CONE jet nder   and the event was
selected if three jets were found with at least   good particles per jet The polar
angle of each jet was required to lie within the region j cos 
jet
j   The CONE
jet nder treats each particle in turn as the axis of a cone of half angle R and sums
the momenta within the cone If the direction of the momentum sum and the cone
axis do not coincide the direction of the momentum sum is taken as a new cone
axis and the process is repeated otherwise the particles within the cone are deemed
to constitute a proto	jet Proto	jets which are not identical to a previous proto	
jet and which have a total particle energy greater than  are accepted as jets In
this analysis the resolution parameters for the CONE jet nder were a cone size
R  







s is the centre of
mass energy and E
vis
is the visible energy of the event As a systematic check a
value of    GeV was also used
Planar 	jet events were selected by requiring that the sum of the angles between
the jets exceeded 

 The visible energy of a jet was required to exceed  GeV
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The angles between the jets were used to calculate the energies of the jets assuming
massless kinematics and the calculated and visible energies of a jet were required
to agree within   To ensure that events were well contained within the detector
the polar angle of the thrust axis of the event was required to satisfy j cos 
T
j  
Finally a symmetric 	jet conguration was selected by projecting the event into
the event plane and requiring that the angle between the highest energy jet and each




 The event plane was dened as the plane
having as its normal the eigenvector associated with the smallest momentum tensor
eigenvalue A sphericity analysis was performed to nd these eigenvectors since
the eigenvectors of the momentum tensor are the same as the eigenvectors of the
sphericity matrix These criteria resulted in the selection of     lower energy
jets in Monte Carlo and 
   
 lower energy jets in data The numbers of events
which were selected at each stage are given in Table 
 for Monte Carlo and data
For the data the mean energy of the two lowest energy jets was  
 GeV
Additional cuts were applied to select tracks for the extended maximum likeli	
hood t Charged tracks were included in the t if they had greater than   dE dx
hits in the jet chamber and if they had a transverse momentum of at least 
GeV c Tracks were also required to have impact parameters with the interaction
point of jd

j   cm for the r   plane and jz

j   cm in the z direction
 Jet tagging
Jets were tagged by considering the fraction of the visible energy of a jet within a
cone of half angle 

 co	axial with the jet axis as in Figure 
 In the case of the






was calculated The resulting
Monte Carlo distributions are shown in Figure 
  for gluon and quark jets It can be
seen that the ratio has predominantly high values for quark jets and lower values for
gluon jets as expected from experimental observations  that gluon
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Selection Cut No of MC events Data
 Multihadronic events   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j and j cos 
T
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   Y	shape  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Table 
 Breakdown of the eect of selection cuts on the Monte Carlo and data
jets are broader than quark jets This is explained in QCD through the enhanced
colour charge of the gluon compared to the quark gluons radiate more gluons than
quarks of the same energy resulting in a broader jet with less visible energy close
to the jet axis If the value of F
 
for a jet exceeded F
 
  then the other low
energy jet in the event was assigned to a gluon	jet enhanced sample irrespective of
its F
 
value The cut was placed at F
 
  to minimise the statistical error on the
ratio of the rates of charged tracks in gluon and quark jets as discussed in Section

 The gluon	jet enhanced sample is termed the anti	tagged sample whilst the
inclusive sample of lower energy jets is termed the normal mixture sample
 The t to dE dx information
An extended maximum likelihood t was used to nd the number of charged tracks
in each sample in a given momentum range which were consistent with a given
particle hypothesis The momentum ranges which were used are given in Table 
 
A likelihood function was constructed from the probability distributions for each of






and pp with the particle rates as free
parameters of the likelihood function The e

hypothesis is included in the t for















was constructed by considering a subcone
of half angle 

 co	axial with the jet axis If tracks here illustrated by the thick




completeness but due to the large error on the photon conversion rate 
 which
provides a large systematic error results for e


























 are the number of each particle species in the given





is the total number of expected tracks N is
the number of observed tracks and dE dx
i
is the value of the specic energy loss




















  The fraction of the visible energy of a jet lying within 

of the jet axis
for gluon and quark jets from Monte Carlo
for track i This is an extended maximum likelihood t because the distribution
function Q is normalised such that
R
QdE dx addE dx   The Poisson
term in the likelihood function takes into account the probability of getting N tracks
from a mean  The likelihood must incorporate the fact that tracks were observed
with the dE dx values dE dx

     dE dx
N
and the fact that N tracks were
observed when  were expected Thus the Q describes the shape and size of the
expected dE dx distribution   Appendix A gives the derivation of this likelihood
function
The distribution function Q is the sum of the products of the individual particle
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Table 
  The momentum ranges in which the extended maximum likelihood t
was applied
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where P
j
is the single particle dE dx distribution for particle species j 
j
is
the expected mean dE dx measurement for species j 	
j
is the width of the distri	
bution and p
i
is the momentum of track i P
j
is the probability of obtaining the
measurement dE dx
i
under the particle hypothesis j
The single particle distributions P
j
are normalised to  and fulll the require	












Sternheimer	Peirls parameterisation of the Bethe	Bloch equation is used to compute




 of track i with momentum p
i
for the particle hy	
pothesis j The width 	
j
is the expected experimental error which is determined
from the experimental error 	
dEdx	
i


















For a given range of momenta the dE dx distribution for a given charged particle
species is approximately Gaussian with a tail which can be parameterised by a Breit	
Wigner  For the case of more than one particle species the dE dx distributions
can be approximated by a set of overlapping Gaussians Figure 

In general the dE dx distributions show a tail at large dE dx values which is
due to the limited double track resolution of the jet chamber  two nearby tracks
may be reconstructed as a single track which results in a dE dx measurement that
is too large A small tail is also seen at low dE dx due to detector eects in a dense
tracking environment which the Monte Carlo does not simulate
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Figure 
 The dE dx distributions in the momentum range  	  GeV c
The results of the extended maximum likelihood t and the probability distributions
of the individual particle species are shown from 
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Parameter Monte Carlo Data


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Table 
 Values of the parameters that determine the Breit	Wigner contribution
for data and Monte Carlo











































































where the parameters  determine the Breit	Wigner contribution The values for
 are given in Table 
 The dierences between the values of  used for the data
and the Monte Carlo are due to the fact that the Monte Carlo does not simulate
the tail of the distribution at low dE dx
The parameterisation of the P
j


















is the measured dE dx of track i The values of  used have been





decays  and are not expected to depend
on particle species This has been veried by examining identied protons from 
decays 






and pp were parame	
terised as described above and the extended maximum likelihood t was performed
with MINUIT  to nd the number of each species in each bin of momentum The
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term in N  is a constant allowing the negative log likelihood to be written as






 a   

which was minimised for a given range of momentum From the results of the t
in each momentum range see Table 
  a momentum	dependent distribution of the
number of each particle species in the normal mixture and anti	tagged jet samples







s and p is the track momentum and x
p
distributions were constructed
These distributions were then normalised by the jet production cross	section for each
sample 	
jet




distributions The integrals of these normalised
distributions give the average number of identied charged particles per jet for the
normal mixture and anti	tagged jet samples
The t eciency has been investigated for Monte Carlo and is shown in Figure


 for    Monte Carlo events which satised the selection criteria for inclusion
in the t Here the ratio of the results returned by the t to the true particle
rate determined using Monte Carlo information is shown as a function of x
p
for




and pp for momenta above   GeV c The






 pp and 

are also shown as
a function of x
p
 The performance of the t in the chosen ranges of x
p
is typically
good to within  In certain regions the t fails because the dE dx curves for
dierent species overlap Monte Carlo information was used to interpolate the data
x
p
distributions in these regions which lie between the vertical dotted lines
 Correction for background contributions




for a given momentum the


rate contains a contribution from muons that the extended maximum likelihood
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t cannot resolve The muon background to the 

rate was subtracted using Monte
Carlo information JETSET 
 Monte Carlo was examined at the detector level








rates For each range of momentum the
predicted 

rate was subtracted from the t results for 

 This correction is less
than  over the entire momentum range  The error on the muon background
rate was assumed to be less than   and was fed through to the systematic
error It should be noted that the muon chambers were not used for this correction




background in the proton rate This amounts to a correction of less than
  for momenta above   GeVc and was neglected
There is a substantial contribution to the e

rate from photon conversions up to
a maximum of  for momenta below  GeVc  The rate of all charged tracks
was corrected for this eect using Monte Carlo information The photon conversion
rate is known to  
  and it was assumed that the detector simulation for
the conversion rate was correct to within 
In the momentum range p   GeV c nuclear interactions within the detector
are a large background for positively charged tracks for this reason only negatively
charged tracks were used for this momentum range and the rate was then doubled
using charge conservation to nd the true particle rate Monte Carlo information was
then used to correct for any remaining backgrounds due to nuclear interactions in
each of the normal mixture and anti	tagged samples This correction is typically of
the order of  for 

 The error on the number of tracks arising from nuclear
interactions was assumed to be less than    The error on this correction was
fed through to the systematic error and was combined in quadrature with the other
sources of systematic errors































































 The peformance of the maximum likelihood t is compared with the
true rate MC cheat as a function of x
p
for each of the three species in Monte
Carlo The bottom plot shows the expected dE dx values
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 Pure gluon and quark jets
The extended maximum likelihood t returned the identied charged particle rates
in the normal mixture and anti	tagged samples dened as the average number of
identied charged particles per jet for each sample A process of algebraic decompo	
sition   was used to extract the distributions and the rates of identied charged
particles in gluon and quark jets
The tagging rate P
tag
 was dened as being the fraction of selected events which
contained jets that were anti	tagged The anti	tagging purity 
g
 was dened as
being the fraction of anti	tagged Monte Carlo detector level jets that were associated
with a gluon at the parton level According to Monte Carlo studies the normal
mixture purity 
nm
 dened as the fraction of normal mixture detector level jets
associated with a gluon was 
   whilst 
g







If we take the production rate of particle i in a bin of x
p
in the normal mixture




































 is the production rate in






















is the anti	tagging purity From Equations 
 and 
 the rate of a given
species i in pure gluon jets as a function of x
p
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is the total production rate of particle i in gluon jets and Q
i
is the total
production rate of particle i in quark jets
	 Detector corrections





particle i in gluon and quark jets Corrections for detector eects and acceptance
were applied to these distributions after the algebraic decomposition on a bin	by	bin
basis These correction factors were derived from a study of OPAL	tuned JETSET

 Monte Carlo   at the generator level and detector level
The distributions have already been corrected for any background in the mea	
sured production rates and the algebraic decomposition yields pure gluon and quark
jet distributions Because this result is specic to the energy of the jets there is no
need to correct for the topology of the event or for the rejection of eg di	jet events
The detector level Monte Carlo was required to satisfy the same event selection
criteria as the data and jet nding was performed with the same parameters as
described above Monte Carlo information was then used to identify the gluon and
quark jets removing the tagging dependence and to allow perfect identication of




distribution was then constructed for each
species in gluon and quark jets
This was then repeated for the generator level Monte Carlo Monte Carlo in	
formation was used to allow perfect gluon and quark identication and particle
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identication after jet nding had been performed on the generator level events






To achieve the association between a jet and an underlying gluon or quark the
Monte Carlo events were examined at the parton level The directions of the primary
quark and anti	quark after the termination of the parton shower were compared with
the directions of the hadronic jets at detector level and the two hadronic jets closest
in angle to the directions of the primary quark and anti	quark were classied as
detector level quark jets The remaining jet was then identied as the gluon jet A
similar procedure associated a quark or gluon with a generator level hadronic jet
For each particle species in gluon and quark jets the correction factors were




distributions of that particle in generator
level jets and in detector level jets Each x
p
range of the data distribution was
corrected by the ratio of the value of the distribution in the corresponding generator
level x
p
range to the value of the distribution in the corresponding detector level










 The Monte Carlo interpolation
In the region where the dE dx curves overlap the extended maximum likelihood t
cannot distinguish between the particle species Monte Carlo information was used




 were used for the interpolation
For each distribution the generator level Monte Carlo prediction was multiplied







 where  and  were determined by a t to the data The
motivation for this comes from the Lund symmetric fragmentation function which
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Species gluon jets  


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    
Table 

 Values of the parameters that determine the scaling of the Monte Carlo


















so the scaling chosen here alters the shape of the Lund symmetric fragmentation
function For each distribution the value of the Monte Carlo scaled using the
relevant value of  and  was used as an interpolation As a systematic check these
values were altered by their errors and the interpolation was repeated The values
of the tted parameters are shown in Table 


Generator level Monte Carlo information was used to extrapolate the identied
charged particle rates below p    GeV c The integrals of these distributions
using the data where available and the t based on the Monte Carlo in the region
where the dE dx curves overlap give the identied charged particle production




respectively and hence their
ratio
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 Results












 for pp together with the
t based on the JETSET Monte Carlo which was used for the interpolation The
JETSET generator level predictions are also shown for gluon and quark jets The
distributions for all charged tracks are shown in Figure 
 where the softer nature
of the gluon fragmentation function can clearly be seen
The total number of tracks seen in the two samples is detailed in Table 
 After
the interpolation with the Monte Carlo the distributions were integrated and the
rates of the identied charged particles in gluon jets dened as the average number
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where the rst errors are statistical and the second are systematic Details of the
components of the systematic error are given in Table 

The fully corrected ratios of identied charged particle production rates in gluon
and quark jets were found to be
















      
where the rst errors are statistical and the second are systematic Details of the
contributions to the systematic error are given in Table 
 These results may be
compared with the JETSET 





and   for pp The Monte Carlo predictions and the fully corrected
data values are shown in Table 
 and Table 

Previous OPAL analyses have examined identied charged particle rates in gluon
and quark jets in various topologies A similar analysis to that described above
has been carried out for K

S
and  particles  in which the ratios of particle
production rates in gluon and quark jets were found to be R
all
gq














       
An OPAL analysis using vertex information to anti	tag gluon jets and the
DURHAM k





       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    These results tend to be higher than the values
found when the CONE jet nder is used This is thought to be due to the fact that
the DURHAM jet nder requires all tracks to be assigned to a jet so some particles
far away from the jet axis may be included in the jet This is not the case for the
CONE jet nder
An analysis based on the ordering of the jet energy   has also been per	
formed the gluon jet is often the lowest energy jet In these previous analyses the
ratios of the rates of identied charged particles in gluon and quark jets were nor	
malised by the ratio for all charged particles In the current analysis this procedure










      This analysis
K
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     DELPHI equal energy jets 
pp      This analysis
pp      
 DELPHI equal energy jets 
      OPAL equal energy jets 
 
      DELPHI equal energy jets 


      OPAL jet energy ordering 
K





       OPAL jet energy ordering 




 OPAL jet energy ordering 
Table 






















     
The corresponding values for JETSET are   for 






 compares these results with a previous OPAL analysis for strange
particles in jets of the same energy  OPAL jet energy ordering analyses 
and a DELPHI analysis of jets of approximately the same energy which anti	tagged
gluon jets through vertex information 
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The JETSET results with the exception of the pp rate in quark jets are in
good agreement with the data The dierence in the pp rate in quark jets accounts
for the dierence in R
p
gq
and in the ratio normalised by R
all
gq
 The results reported
here for the ratio of the rate of all charged particles in gluon and quark jets agree




agreement with the data with the exception of the result for pp and the data are
consistent with previous results
It should be noted that the jet energy	ordering method utilises far higher statis	
tics accounting for the smaller errors The jet energy	ordering analysis does not in
general use jets of equal energies so topology and jet energy considerations become
important  in the interpretation of the results
 Choice of the F

cut
The Monte Carlo prediction of the expected statistical error on the ratio of the rate
of all charged tracks in gluon jets to that in quark jets was investigated as a function
of the cut placed on F
 
 The expected value of the ratio R
all
gq
 of the rate of charged
tracks in a gluon jet to the rate of charged tracks in a quark jet calculated as in
Section 
 is shown in Figure 
a and the percentage error is shown in Figure

b It can be seen that R
all
gq
is stable over a wide range of cut values A second
order polynomial was tted to the percentage error distribution and the position of
the minimum of the polynomial was calculated This was found to be at F
 
 




































distributions for all charged tracks in a quark jets and b
gluon jets and the JETSET generator level predictions








































in a quark jets and b gluon jets with
the JETSET generator level predictions as the dotted line The solid line indicates
a t based on the JETSET Monte Carlo
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in a quark jets and b gluon jets with
the JETSET generator level predictions as the dotted line The solid line indicates
a t based on the JETSET Monte Carlo








































distributions for pp in a quark jets and b gluon jets with
the JETSET generator level predictions as the dotted line The solid line indicates
a t based on the JETSET Monte Carlo



































 a Dependence of the ratio of the rate of charged tracks in gluon jets
to the rate of charged tracks in quark jets on the value of F
 
chosen to denote the
anti	tagged sample b Variation of the percentage error on the ratio with the value
of F
 
chosen to denote the anti	tagged sample























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Breakdown of results for data and Monte Carlo including background
before the algebraic decomposition interpolation or detector corrections
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   
Table 
 Ratios of the multiplicities for all species in Monte Carlo after taking
account of nuclear and photon conversion backgrounds the extrapolation and per	
forming the algebraic decomposition for the detector level Monte Carlo All errors
are statistical only The values for the average rates for gluon and quark jets dier
from those quoted in Table 
 due to the extrapolation and the algebraic decom	
position
  Systematic errors
For each of the systematic errors discussed below the analysis was repeated with
the appropriate changes to give the particle rates in gluon and quark jets and
their ratios The dierence between these values and the results for the standard
analysis were taken as systematic errors The systematic errors were then combined
in quadrature to give the overall systematic errors on the particle rates in gluon and
quark jets and their ratios The systematic errors on the ratios are expected to be
smaller than those on the particle rates because when the ratio is computed some
of these systematics may cancel A breakdown of the systematic error on the rates
is given in Table 
 and a breakdown for the ratios is given in Table 

The eects of the parameterisation of the Bethe	Bloch equation and the dE dx
resolution were investigated by examining the dE dx distributions of 

resulting









































































































































































































































































































 Ratios of the multiplicities for all species in data after all corrections
The generator level predictions are also given The rst errors are statistical the
second are systematic




decays  The mean 
j
 and width 	
j
 of the single particle dE dx
distributions were seen to vary by  and  respectively The analysis was
repeated with these variations and the maximum dierence with respect to the
standard analysis was taken as a systematic error
The errors on the parameterisation of the tails of the single particle dE dx dis	








 by their errors This resulted in a change
of typically less than   and was not included in the systematic error
To consider systematic eects associated with the jet tagging the half	angle of





was repeated To evaluate possible systematics in the jet nding procedure the
parameter  was changed to a value of  GeV in the CONE jet nder and the
dierence seen with respect to the standard analysis was taken as a systematic
error
The systematic error due to the interpolation of each distribution was taken
to be the maximum dierence observed in the value of the rate returned when i
the interpolation range was altered by removing the   bins on either side of the
interpolation region in the standard analysis or ii the scaling parameters  and 
were varied by their errors 	
The systematic error due to the extrapolation with Monte Carlo information
was taken to be the variation in the rate observed when the prediction of the Monte
Carlo	based t to the data was used instead of the standard Monte Carlo
The jet purities 
x
 were varied by their errors 	 when the rates were
extracted and the maximum dierence was taken as a systematic The errors were
derived from a Monte Carlo study with the Monte Carlo divided into subsets The
RMS of the jet purities was used to provide a statistical uncertainty on the jet
purities In addition there is an ambiguity as to whether a jet is really a gluon or
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quark jet  Monte Carlo studies were performed as in   and the purity and
tag rate determined Monte Carlo information was used to associate detector level
jets with either a gluon or a quark as in Section 
 Monte Carlo studies have
shown that the percentage of those jets classied as gluons using this method that
are indeed associated with a gluon at the parton level is     The impurity
arises from the case where the highest energy jet is the gluon and leads to double
tagged events where both lower energy jets are selected as quark jets in this case the
analysis proceeded as normal and both jets are anti	tagged and therefore analysed
so as not to bias the analysis
As mentioned above the Monte Carlo predictions for the background rates have
an associated error Each of the background rates was varied independently by its
associated error and the resulting dierences were taken as systematic errors It
should be noted that the nite Monte Carlo statistics result in statistical uncer	
tainties in the detector corrections which must be taken into account Variation
of the angular conguration of the three jets and changes in the track and cluster
selection criteria have been found to have negligible eects and were not included in




was found to increase with R  
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     
Table 
 The contributions to the systematic error on the identied charged par	
ticle production rates in gluon and quark jets









dE dx     
Jet tag    
Jet nding   
   
MC Int    
MC Extr    

g
    

nm
   
 bkgnd 	  	 	
 conv  	 	 	
Nucl int    
Total      
Table 
 The contributions to the systematic error on the ratios of the identied
charged particle production rates in gluon and quark jets
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 Summary of results
The identied charged particle rates in gluon and quark jets were determined in
symmetric 	jet events in which the two lower energy jets were of approximately
equal energy The fully corrected ratios of identied charged particle production
rates in  
















      
where the rst errors are statistical and the second are systematic JETSET 

Monte Carlo predicts values of  for all charged tracks  for 

  for K

and   for pp JETSET underestimates the production rate of pp in quark
jets compared to the data
The ratio for all charged particles is consistent with previous analyses and the
ratio for K


























     
The predictions for JETSET were found to be in good agreement with the data














when it commenced operations at a centre of mass energy
p
s of  GeV The
LEPII programme continued at a higher centre of mass energy of   GeV towards
the end of the  run and then  GeV in the summer of 
These new higher centre of mass energies presented not only new technical prob	
lems for the accelerator and its detectors but a radically dierent physical environ	
ment leading to new considerations for any data analysis In the LEPII programme


















  qq are presented for the three centre of mass energies of  GeV  
GeV and  GeV These charged particle momentum spectra allow tests of QCD at
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from the momentum of the charged track p The integral of the x
p
distribution
yields the average charged particle multiplicity n
ch


















 to the event plane also allow tests of QCD
 Charged particle momentum spectra at 
GeV




beams were collided at
p
s 





production The cross section for this process rises above threshold as shown in


















events are radiative returns to the Z

pole where a high energy
initial state photon is emitted Figure   This initial state radiation or ISR




 below that of the nominal
p
s









  qq with less than  GeV of ISR In Figure  the dierence






is shown for hadronic events
in the  GeV data Monte Carlo predictions for the expected contribution from






















events with greater than  GeV of initial state radiation are
also shown The radiative returns to the Z

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s as predicted by GENTLE semi	
analytic program  for M
W
  GeV with OPAL data for    and








 The  GeV analysis





at a centre of mass energy
p
s   GeV The PYTHIA
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(Z / γ)*
_








  qq with initial state
radiation at
p
s   GeV
     HERWIG d 
 ARIADNE 
  and COJETS    QCD
based Monte Carlo generators were compared to the data The PYTHIA    par	
ton shower Monte Carlo with initial and nal state radiation and fragmentation
handled by JETSET 
   was used for detector simulation As an alterna	
tive HERWIG d parton shower Monte Carlo at  GeV was used The grc
f
  Monte Carlo  was used for four	fermion background simulation This back	








  ffff with quark or leptonic





events but excluding those processes with Feynman diagrams with interme	
diate gluons As a cross check in the systematic checks the EXCALIBUR Monte
Carlo  was used for the four	fermion background In the discussion that follows
the backgrounds have been normalised to the observed data luminosity










































events are also shown
  Event selection
The background at  GeV falls broadly into two categories the radiative returns to
the Z










pair production events An example of a Feynman
diagram for a four	fermion event is shown in Figure 









with less than  GeV of initial state radiation
To enhance the fraction of signal events in the sample a series of cuts were
applied to the data sample Events were only selected as good hadronic events
if they passed the standard OPAL multihadron preselection which relies on the












 Feynman diagram for four	fermion production at LEPII through the
conversion of an initial state photon
identication of good quality tracks and clusters in the OPAL detector   
To eliminate leptonic events at these higher energies a more stringent selection
of at least  good charged tracks per event was made In addition to ensure that
the event was well contained within the detector the cosine of polar angle of the
thrust axis was constrained to lie in the region j cos 
T
j  
Further selection was then used to enhance the fraction of hadronic events with
less than  GeV of initial state radiation To reject events with high initial state
radiation a kinematic t was performed on the event  using the DURHAM jet
nder 
 to reconstruct exactly 
 jets with a jet resolution parameter y
cut
  
then the jet energy was reconstructed using tracking and calorimetry information
A search in the detector for one or two clusters consistent with initial state photons
was performed If no photons were found then the energy and momentum balance
was used for the postulate of a photon travelling along the beam pipe By using




























decay or b via neutrino exchange
the constraint of energy and momentum conservation this t returned the eective










  GeV were selected







is shown in Figure  for the data and the Monte
Carlo
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This gave an eciency obtained from Monte Carlo studies of   and an





for the  GeV data luminosity this corresponds to   four	fermion events of













   qq events was less than  and was neglected
 Backgrounds and corrections
The four	fermion background remaining after the selection criteria described above
was subtracted from the data using the grc
f Monte Carlo The data were then un	
folded to generator level using multiplicative correction factors derived from PYTHIA
Monte Carlo The correction factors are the ratio of the generator level Monte Carlo
to the detector level Monte Carlo for each bin of the charged particle momentum
spectra These correction factors account for detector resolution and acceptance
eects
To estimate systematic eects the analysis was repeated with the containment
cut reduced to j cos 
T
j   and with an alternative energy balance t for the




kinematic t  In addition the DURHAM
jet nder was used to reconstruct four jets and a t to the mass of di	jet pairs was








events This resulted in an eciency of  and a background of
 which was then subtracted using Monte Carlo information The use of this cut
introduced a slight bias into the analysis The maximum allowed impact parameter
jd

j was varied from   cm to  cm to examine any eects of track selection To
take account of any systematic eects in the choice of hadronisation model the
analysis was repeated using the HERWIG Monte Carlo for the correction factors
To allow for any systematic error in the background EXCALIBUR replaced grc
f
as the background Monte Carlo and the dierence was taken as a systematic The
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sum in quadrature of all of these after the correction for statistical eects described
below was taken as the total systematic error
Given the small statistics which were present in this analysis it is possible that
a systematic change could introduce a large uctuation in the number of entries in a
bin Such a change is more properly classied as a statistical error since it may not
be present in a higher statistics analysis To investigate the possible statistical con	
tribution to systematic eects  subsets of the PYTHIA Monte Carlo at detector
level containing the same number of events as the data after preselection cuts were
applied were analysed individually as data and unfolded using the remaining sub	
sets  The variation of the contents in each bin for each distribution was noted


















is the error before the correction was applied
This may result in bin to bin uctuations in the systematic error but avoids over	
estimating the systematic error A breakdown of the contributions to the systematic





 Results at  GeV
Charged particle momentum spectra have been studied at
p
s   GeV  







 to the event plane the rapidity with respect to the thrust axis
y the fragmentation function or x
p





have been investigated The momentum spectra exhibit similar behaviour at all
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three centre of mass energies The spectra are only shown for
p
s   GeV since
that is the highest energy and the largest data sample
For  GeV the integration of the fragmentation function yields
hn
ch
i GeV   
   
stat  syst 
as the charged multiplicity This is consistent with the value obtained from the
rapidity distribution The COJETS Monte Carlo predicts a value for n
ch
of  
which is 	 above the measured value PYTHIA and ARIADNE predict   and
HERWIG predicts   which are about  	 above the measured value
A Next to Leading Log Approximation NLLA t to the peak of the 
p
distri	
bution may be performed with a Gaussian with higher moments skewed Gaussian
The peak position has been extracted and was found to be


 GeV  
  stat  syst  
  Charged particle momentum spectra at  
GeV














cross	section rises steeply above threshold see Figure  and so the




events increases from  to   GeV Initial
state radiation still aects the majority of events as mentioned above The data
referred to below correspond to a luminosity of L  
    pb
 
 collected
at a mean energy of   GeV   The PYTHIA HERWIG ARIADNE and
COJETS Monte Carlos are again compared with the data In the case of the  
GeV analysis HERWIG  was used instead of HERWIG d All of the Monte









Stat error  

Energy Balance    
jd

j  cm   
j cos 
T






EXCALIBUR   

Total syst error   





GeV The signs indicate the direction of the change in the result for each systematic
check relative to the standard analysis
Carlo event samples were generated at a centre of mass energy of  GeV This
dierence in centre of mass energies has a negligible eect on the analysis In the
discussion which follows the backgrounds have been normalised to the observed
data luminosity
  Event selection
The event selection proceeded as for  GeV see Section   except that as




background had increased signicantly After the
standard selection of good hadronic events  good charged tracks j cos 
T
j  






  GeV   data events were
selected According to Monte Carlo studies the eciency of this selection proce	
dure was  and the estimated four	fermion background was  the estimated





background was  For this reason an additional cut was imposed
to reduce the background to a level similar to that at  GeV so that a simple
background subtraction could be performed It should be noted that in the case of




that was considered with
respect to
p
s    GeV and not  GeV Figure  indicates the data distribu	















events only As was the case at
p









and    qq events was negligible and was neglected
Among possible cuts considered to reduce the background level were a cut on
the tted di	jet mass as was used at  GeV as a systematic check or a cut on y


the value of y
cut
from the DURHAM jet scheme where the number of resolved jets
changes from three to four Both of these cuts would have introduced a heavy bias
into the analysis Instead the QCD matrix elementW
QCD
was constructed from the
momenta of the event using the EVENT  program  In the systematic checks
a change of this cut was used instead of the t returning the di	jet masses
The QCD matrix element tests the compatibility of the events with QCD	like
production processes The tree level O

s







  qqqq qqgg was calculated by forcing the events to a four	jet





























is the momenta of the reconstructed jets Since neither quark nor gluon
identication was performed the matrix element was calculated for each permuta	
tion of the jet	momenta and the permutation with the largest value for the matrix





is expected to have large values for processes described by the QCD matrix
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In Figure b the data distribution of W
QCD
for events passing all cuts up to
and including the kinematic t are compared to the predictions of Monte Carlo


















After this requirement the event sample consisted of a total of    hadronic
events The estimated four	fermion background was reduced from  of the data




events less than  GeV
of ISR was reduced from  to  The expected four	fermion background was
then subtracted using the grc
f Monte Carlo
The analysis then proceeded as for the  GeV data with correction factors for
detector resolution and acceptance eects computed by considering the ratio of the
generator and detector level distributions as in Section  The systematic checks




 the variation of jd

j from   to  cm requiring
j cos 
T
j   and the use of HERWIG to calculate the detector corrections were
repeated However the cut on W
QCD
was altered in the systematic checks instead
of a cut on the di	jet mass here the cut on W
QCD
was altered to  or 
which corresponded to a variation of  in the four	fermion background The
maximum variation seen was taken as a systematic error The use of EXCALIBUR
as an alternative four	fermion Monte Carlo at
p
s    GeV resulted in a negligible
dierence for the results and was not included in the systematic error The statistical
component of the systematic checks was then evaluated as described in Section
 and the systematic error was corrected The corrected systematic errors were
combined in quadrature to give the total systematic error
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   Results from 
  GeV
The momentum spectra for the   GeV data are similar to those for the  GeV
data and are not shown For the   GeV data an integration of the fragmentation
function yields the charged multiplicity
hn
ch
i  GeV   
  stat  syst 

The predicted Monte Carlo values for n
ch
are   for PYTHIA   for ARIADNE
  for HERWIG and    for COJETS which is more than 	 higher than the
observed value
An NLLA t to the 
p
distribution was performed as at  GeV The peak of
this skewed Gaussian is


  GeV  
   
stat  syst 
where the systematic error includes a component due to a variation of the t range
which was not included at  GeV The lower edge of the t range was varied by
plus or minus two bins with the upper edge xed and then the upper edge of the
t range was varied in the same way with the lower edge held xed The systematic
error was taken to be half of the maximum dierence between the values of the peak




are given in Table  










Energy Balance  
jd

j  cm   
j cos 
T





NLLA Fit range   	
Total syst error   





GeV The signs indicate the direction of the change in the result for each systematic
check relative to the standard analysis The NLLA t range only applies for the 

measurement
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events are also shown
b The W
QCD
distribution for   GeV for events passing all cuts prior to W
QCD
cut with Monte Carlo predictions
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s   GeV in the summer of  At this









cross section continues to rise but not as rapidly as from
 to   GeV see Figure  Initial state radiation still dominates over these












events The  GeV sample corresponds to an
integrated luminosity of L        pb
 
 recorded at a centre of mass
energy of     GeV  The backgrounds have been normalised to this
luminosity
 The  GeV analysis and event selection
The analysis proceeded as did the   GeV analysis using the PYTHIA   
HERWIG  COJETS   and ARIADNE 
 event generators and the grc
f









However in this case the eects from the statistical contributions of the systematic
checks were negligible due to the higher statistics The EXCALIBUR generator was
considered as an alternative for the simulation of the four	fermion background but
this had a negligible eect on the results
The standard selection cuts were used as for the  and   GeV data resulting
in a data sample of 
 events Monte Carlo studies indicated that the expected















events with less than  GeV of initial state radiation was 
 As was the case for
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and    qq events had a negligible eect




background from the sample the QCD matrix element
W
QCD
 as dened in Section   was considered Figure b shows the separa	
tion possible using W
QCD
 In addition to the values ofW
QCD
for the data the Monte
Carlo predictions for all processes passing the selection criteria up to and including





background Applying the cut W
QCD

  reduced the number
of selected data events to   with a selection eciency of  but the expected













processes was then subtracted
using Monte Carlo information
The analysis then proceeded as previously with the correction for detector reso	
lution and acceptance eects through correction factors calculated by comparing the
generator level and detector level charged particle momentum spectra see Section





the variation of jd

j from   to  cm requiring j cos 
T
j   the use of HERWIG to
calculate the detector corrections and altering W
QCD
to  or  and taking the
maximum variation were then applied Because of the higher statistics of the 
GeV data sample the statistical component of the systematic eects was negligible
and was ignored The systematic errors from the sources above were combined in
quadrature to give the total systematic error
  Results from  GeV
Charged particle momentum spectra at  GeV were constructed from the charged




 and perpendicular p
out

 to the event plane are shown in Figure  The
predictions of PYTHIA HERWIG COJETS and ARIADNE Monte Carlo models
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are also shown The full error bars on the data points represent the statistical and
systematic errors combined in quadrature whilst the tick marks on the error bars
indicate statistical errors only COJETS does not model the slope of the components
of momentum parallel and perpendicular to the event plane well The COJETS p
in















s are shown in Figure  There is
some evidence that the data shows a plateau at low rapidity All of the Monte Carlo
models except COJETS agree with the data COJETS overestimates the production
of charged particles at low rapidity and has a higher charged multiplicity than is
observed in the data Even if the dierence in charged multiplicity is taken into
account COJETS does not describe the rapidity distribution well The integration
of the fragmention function yields the charged multiplicity
hn
ch
i GeV   

   stat  
syst 
The predicted values for n
ch
from Monte Carlo are  
 PYTHIA   ARI	
ADNE   HERWIG which are all within  	 of the measured value COJETS
predicts an n
ch









 is shown in Figure a
together with the Monte Carlo predictions The ARIADNE prediction is indistin	
guishable from PYTHIA and is omitted for reasons of clarity Whilst PYTHIA
and HERWIG describe the data well COJETS overestimates soft charged particle
production and also in the region of the peak
In addition to the Monte Carlo predictions a prediction using the Modied Lead	
ing Log Approximation MLLA 
 is shown as a shaded band In the Modied
Leading Log Approximation the most complete calculation available the 
p
distri	
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bution is predicted in terms of two parameters a QCD scale  and a normalisation
factor K
p
s associated with the Local Parton Hadron Duality hypothesis 
 The
energy dependence of K
p
s is weak but previous measurements of K
p
s  are
consistent with a linear dependence on the centre of mass energy
p
s
The values of  and KM
Z
 
 have been determined from a t of the MLLA




s    GeV  Figure a shows the
MLLA prediction at
p
s   GeV using the value of  determined at
p
s 




    whilst the lower edge corresponds to K GeV    which





s   GeV
assuming a linear centre of mass energy dependence
The description of the data is relatively good around the region of the peak for
the extrapolated value of K GeV considering that there are no free parameters
The MLLA prediction is quite similar to the predictions of PYTHIA and HERWIG
except at large 
p
where kinematic eects become important and where perturbative
QCD calculations are no longer valid The NLLA t of a skewed Gaussian to this
distribution is also shown in Figure a The t range is shown by the extent of
the NLLA curve This skewed Gaussian yields the peak


 GeV  
  stat  syst 
where the systematic error includes a component due to the t range A full
breakdown of the systematic error is given in Table 
In Figure b the energy evolution of the peak is shown together with the
lower energy data   and an MLLA t up to and including the   GeV





   for the peak position at  GeV which is consistent with this
measurement A double log approximation DLA t which does not include terms









Stat error   
Energy Balance   
jd

j  cm  
j cos 
T





NLLA Fit range  	
Total syst error  






GeV The signs indicate the direction of the change in the result for each systematic
check relative to the standard analysis The NLLA t range only applies for the 

measurement
due to coherent gluon emission is also presented and is not in agreement with the
data The MLLA t is dominated by two low energy data points with small errors
which eectively x the single parameter which controls the intercept and gradient
of the t To remove the dependence of the t on the two lower energy data points
at   and  GeV those points have been de	weighted in the t shown in Figure
b to give the LEPI and LEPII data points a higher weight This results in
the t moving closer to the LEP data points For the two results in question the
quoted errors were smaller than or similar to the combined LEPI results from all
four LEPI experiments Following consultation with OPAL colleagues who were
involved in these low energy experiments the errors on those points were set equal




 GeV result to minimise any possible under	estimation
of the systematic error
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events are also shown
b The W
QCD
distribution for  GeV for events passing all cuts prior to W
QCD
cut with Monte Carlo predictions
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Figure  Distributions of momentum spectra in p
in

 and out p
out

 of the event
plane for charged particles at
p
s   GeV compared to PYTHIA HERWIG
COJETS and ARIADNE
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Figure  Distribution of Rapidity y and the fragmentation function for charged
particles at
p
s   GeV compared to PYTHIA HERWIG COJETS and ARI	
ADNE predictions






















































 for charged particles at  GeV
Also shown are a t of the NLLA QCD prediction and the MLLA QCD PYTHIA





 with cm energy
p
s compared with a t of the MLLA and
DLA QCD predictions up to and including the data at   GeV
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 LEPII results a summary





collisions from  to  GeV The analysis presented here is a self	consistent
treatment of these energies and oers a common framework in which to view the
results as part of the study of QCD by the OPAL QCD Working Group Charged
particle momentum spectra have been investiagted at    and  GeV and
show similar behaviour at all three centre of mass energies The QCD	based event
generators PYTHIA HERWIG and ARIADNE are in good overall agrement with
the data but tend to have slightly higher multiplicites The COJETS generator
overestimates the production of charged particles at low rapidity and at high and
intermediate values of 
p
 where soft particles are produced and destructive gluon
interference occurs The MLLA prediction for the evolution of the peak position
of the 
p
distribution is in broad agreement with the data The DLA prediction is





values at LEPII were found to be
hn
ch





i  GeV   
    
hn
ch
i GeV   





 GeV  
     







 GeV  
     
where the rst errors are statistical and the second are systematic The predic	
tions from Monte Carlo and analytic calculations were found to be in good overall
agreement with the data with the exception of COJETS This is thought to be
because COJETS does not implement coherent gluon emission colour coherence
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which can lead to destructive interference in soft particle production thereby low	
ering the multiplicity and altering the shape of the momentum spectra
Chapter 
Summary
This thesis has described two analyses of hadronic Z

events observed in the OPAL
detector at LEP In the rst analysis planar three	jet hadronic events in which the
two lowest energy jets were of approximately equal energy were selected from the
LEPI data The highest energy jet is expected to be a quark  of the time thus
particle production in gluon and quark jets of equal energy can be studied using
these events A tag based on the energy prole of the jet was used to anti	tag gluon
jets and a gluon jet enhanced sample was compared with the inclusive lower energy
jet sample The tracks in each sample were analysed using an extended maximum
likelihood t to dE dx information to extract the identied charged particle rates
for the two samples A process of algebraic decomposition was used to nd the
rates for pure gluon and quark jets The fully corrected ratios of identied charged
particle production rates in  
















      

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where the rst errors are statistical and the second are systematic These results
may be compared with the predicted JETSET 
 values of  for all charged
tracks  for 

  for K

and   for pp
The JETSET predictions with the exception of the pp rate in quark jets are in
good agreement with the data The dierence in the pp rate in quark jets accounts
for the dierence in R
p
gq
 The results reported here for the ratios of identied charged
particle rates in gluon and quark jets agree well with previous results for all charged
particles





















     
The JETSET predictions agree well with these values with the exception of that




and pp are consistent with the values reported
in  in a jet energy	ordering analysis It should be noted that the jet energy	
ordering method utilises far higher statistics this accounts for the smaller errors
The jet energy	ordering analysis does not in general use jets of equal energies so
topology and jet energy considerations become important
In the second analysis the properties of charged particle momentum spectra
have been investigated in hadronic events at LEPII Data from runs at
p
s  
  and  GeV were analysed The charged particle momentum spectra show
similar behaviour at all three centre of mass energies The charged multiplicity n
ch





 were found and their values at LEPII were
found to be
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 GeV  
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The predictions from Monte Carlo simulations and analytic calculations were
found to be in good overall agreement with the data apart from the Monte Carlo
models predicting slightly higher multiplicities than observed in the data The
COJETS Monte Carlo overestimates the production of charged particles at low
rapidity and at high and intermediate values of 
p
 This is thought to be because
COJETS does not implement coherent gluon emission which can lead to destructive
interference in soft particle production thereby lowering the multiplicity and altering
the shape of the momentum spectra The MLLA prediction for the energy evolution
of the peak position of the 
p
distribution is in broad agreement with the data whilst
the DLA prediction is excluded again indicating the importance of colour coherence
Appendix A
Extended Maximum Likelihood
In situations where the number of events or tracks in this case is not xed or
where the size and shape of the distribution function may have an impact on the
likelihood it may be more appropriate to use the method of extended maximum
likelihood than the more usual maximum likelihood A detailed account of the
derivation properties and use of the extended maximum likelihood method is given
in   A brief description may be found below
A Maximum likelihood
In the method of maximum likelihood the likelihood function for the estimate of
















where RdE dx a is the probability density for the sampling variable dE dx and
N is the number of observed tracks In the case of the t to dE dx information for
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where P
j
is the single particle dE dx distribution for particle species j and is nor	
malised to unity 
j
is the expected mean dE dx measurement for species j 	
j
is
the width of the distribution p
i
is the track momentum and the total number of





as in Section 
 The parameters 
determine the contribution of the tail parameterised by a Breit	Wigner Since any
measurement of dE dx must return a value the probability density is normalised
to unity
Z
RdE dx addE dx   A
If this condition is relaxed and the normalisation is allowed to vary then we nd
ourselves using an extended maximum likelihood t In the extended maximum
likelihood RdE dx
i




QdE dx addE dx  a A

and  is the number of tracks that we expect to observe over the whole dE dx
range so
R
QdE dx addE dx  
R
RdE dx addE dx which justies
Equation 
  The Q describes both the shape and the size of the dE dx distribu	
tion QdE dx is the number of tracks in the range dE dx to dE dx  dE dx







and  could be used since  would describe the size and shape of
the distribution This would return the same answers as the extended maximum
likelihood t in this case  However the extended maximum likelihood t treats
all four particle species in a symmetric way and is more convenient to use
In general the extended maximum likelihood method should be used when the
number of tracks events in the general case is not xed or known beforehand or
is subject to random Poisson uctuations or if the expected value depends on the
parameters being estimated  
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A  Extended maximum likelihood
In the method of extended maximum likelihood the likelihood function L for the
data dE dx

     dE dx
N
must incorporate the information that the tracks have
been observed to have dE dx values dE dx

     dE dx
N
and the fact that the
total number of tracks observed is N  The derivation of the likelihood function can
be presented in two ways
A  Orears argument
Following Orear  let us divide the variable dE dx into bins of width dE dx
such that the probability of a single bin containing more than one track is negligible
Then by Poisson statistics the probability of a bin containing zero tracks is
P

dE dx a  e
 dEdx QdEdxa	
A
and for a bin containing a single track it is
P

dE dx a  dE dx QdE dx ae
 dEdx QdEdxa	
A
where QdE dx a is the probability density for the system The extended likeli	














where the product over i is over all bins containing an event in our case this
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Dropping the d
N













Hence the function that we actually minimise is






 a   A
A   Alternative derivation
A simpler derivation is to state that if a particular Q predicts a total number of tracks
 and the actual number of tracks observed is N  then this can be incorporated into
the likelihood by the addition of a factor reecting the probability of observing N



















 a is the standard maximum likelihood probability density Now
as
R
QdE dx addE dx  
R
RdE dx addE dx the likelihood function














and since the term in N  is a constant and does not aect the minimisation process
this yields






 a   A

as the function to be minimised as above in equation A and as in equation 

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